
Integrating the Psychology of Nature 
to Support Your Wellbeing 

Biophilia (bio·phil·ia): ”The Love of Life” 

Biophilic Design: “Using the science of how we feel in nature in interior design to enhance wellbeing” 

Why It Matters:
When we integrate Biophilic Design into our homes, offices, healing spaces and education spaces we see powerful 
benefits.  Our stress reduces, our productivity increases, our recovery time after surgeries is more rapid and our 
learning retention rates are enhanced.  

We Spend over 90% of our Lives indoors- The science of Biophilic Design can help make that time supportive. 

What Is It Really Though? Activity:

Great! So How Can you Use It? 
There are over 86 research-driven ways you can integrate Biophilic Design into your space.  Here are a few to think about to 
get you started. 

• Integrate Natural Colors 
In general, blues and greens are calming while oranges and reds are energizing

• Select Natural Materials with Texture 
We live in a world where we touch glass all day- our neurological development is craving rich textures-consider 
materials such as wood grains for table tops, high pile carpet and thick upholstery for seating

• Incorporate Dynamic and Diffused Light 
Imagine standing under a tree on a breezy sunny day? What do you see on the forest floor under the tree? Seeing 
sunlight and shadows move throughout the day allow us to understand the passage of time and supports the 
balance of our circadian rhythms.  Place sculptures near the windows that receive direct daylight, integrate curtains 
with cut patterns that diffuse (not blackout) light, place a mobile in a double-story space with a skylight above to 
capture non-rhythmic movement. 

Interweave People Place is a consulting organization specializing in collaborating on the                                    
integration of Biophilic Interior Design into your environments to support your needs. 

Hello@interweavepeopleplace.com 
Interweavepeopleplace.com

Take a moment and think about a time when you were happy in nature. Close your eyes if you’re comfortable, take a few 
deep breaths and see yourself back in that place.  What were the sounds? Smells? What did you see? Touch? Taste?  Spend 
a few minutes remembering that time. 

How did you feel remembering being back in that place?  
Biophilic Interior Design can help make you feel that way in your everyday spaces. 


